
Subject  

 

Year 10 Core Knowledge – 

Autumn/Spring/Summer term 

How to support students’ learning 

Maths 

 

Autumn term 
Non calculator methods –  

1. Find the highest common factor 
(HCF) (M698)(U529). 

2. Find the lowest common multiple 
(LCM) (M227)(U751). 

3. Find the HCF using prime factor 
decomposition (M365)(U250).  

4. Find the LCM using prime factor 
decomposition (M365)(U250).  

5. Estimate calculations (U225). 
6. Find error intervals (M730)(U657). 
7. Non calculator methods - Truncat 

decimals (U108). 
8. Error intervals for truncated 

numbers (U301). 
9. Calculations with upper and lower 

bounds (M730)(U587).  
10. Add mixed numbers (M931)(U793). 
11. Subtract mixed numbers 

(M931)(U793).  
12. Multiply mixed numbers 

(M197)(U224).  
13. Divide mixed numbers 

(M265)(U538).  
14. Convert fractions to recurring 

decimals (M922)(U550).  
15. Non calculator methods - Convert 

recurring decimals to fractions 
(U689).  

16. Multiply decimals (M803)(U293).  
17. Divide decimals (M262)(U868).  

 
Working with circles – 

18. Calculate the perimeter of 
fractional parts of a circle. 

19. Calculate length of an arc 
(M280)(U221).  

20. Calculate the area of fractional 
parts of a circle (M231)(U950). 

21. Calculate area of a sector 
(M430)(U373).  

22. Find the surface area of cylinders 
(M936)(U464).   

23. Find the surface area of spheres 
(U893).  

24. Find the surface area of cones 
(U523).  

 

• Student can use the independent practice 
section on Sparx to revisit these topics e.g. 
Convert a fraction to a percentage (M264, 
U888) use the code U888 or M264 in Sparx 
Independent Learning.  

• For codes beginning with a U select GCSE 
curriculum and for codes beginning with M 
select KS3 curriculum. 

 



Compound measures – 
25. Volume of a cylinder (M697) 

(U915).  
26. Explore volumes of spheres 

(U617).  
27. Explore volumes of cones (U116).  
28. Explore volumes of pyramids 

(U484).  
29. Find the volume of composite 

shapes (U543). 
 

Compound measures – 
30. Convert compound units. 
31. Mixed problems: Calculating 

density and pressure (U842). 
32. Plotting distance-time graphs using 

speeds (M221)(U966). 
33. Plotting velocity-time graphs 

(U937). 
34. Calculate distances from velocity-

time graphs (U611). 
35. Calculate acceleration from 

velocity-time graphs (U562). 
 
Data representation – 

36. Calculate with rates (U256).  
37. Sketch graphs of water 

flows (M751)(U896). 
38. Find and interpret the median from 

an ungrouped frequency table 
(M127)(U569). 

39. Construct stem-and-leaf diagrams 
(M648)(U200). 

40. Interpret stem-and-leaf diagrams 
(M210)(U909). 

41. Find and interpret the modal class 
from a grouped frequency table 
(M127)(U569). 

42. Estimate the mean from a grouped 
frequency table (M287)(U877).  

43. Find which class the median is in 
(M127)(U569). 

44. Estimate the median from a 
grouped frequency table 
(M127)(U569). 

45. Construct frequency polygons 
(U840). 

46. Interpret frequency polygons 
(U840). 

47. Compare distributions using charts 
and measures (U520). 



48. Draw time-series graphs 
(M140)(U590). 

49. Interpret time-series graphs 
(M183)(U193). 

 
Spring Term  
FDP and ratio – 

50. Combine ratios (U921). 
51. Change ratios (U865). 
52. Explore conversion graphs 

(M771)(U638). 
53. Solve problems involving 

percentages, ratios and fractions.  
54. Solve problems with ratio and 

algebra (U676). 
 

Percentages and interest – 
55. Solve problems with multiple 

percentage changes. 
 

Indices and standard form – 
56. Estimate roots and powers (U299). 
57. Understand and use negative 

indices (M150)(U694). 
58. Understand and use fractional 

indices (U985, U772). 
59. Manipulate indices. 

 
Linear algebraic manipulation – 

60. Solve equations with unknowns on 
both sides (M554)(U870). 

61. Solve equations with the variable 
in the denominator (M387)(U505).  

62. Form algebraic expressions 
(M813).  

63. Form and solve equations 
(M957)(U599). 

64. Interpret representations on 
number lines as inequalities 
(M384) (U509). 

65. Show solutions to inequalities on a 
number line (M384) (U509). 

66. Solve inequalities, including with 
unknowns on both sides 
(M118)(U337).  

67. Solve double sided inequalities 
(U145).  

68. Form and solve inequalities 
(U337).  

69. Complete a table of values for a 
linear graph. 



70. Determine whether a point is on a 
line.  

71. Rearrange an equation in the form 
y = mx + c (M544)(U315).  

72. State intercepts (M544)(U315).   
73. Calculate gradients (M544)(U315).  
74. Understand and use y = mx + c 

(M888)(U669).  
75. Find the equation of a line from a 

graph (M544)(U315).   
76. Use the equation of a straight-line 

graph given one point and gradient 
(U477).  

77. Use the equation of a straight-line 
graph given two points (U848).  

78. Find the midpoint of a line 
segment (M622)(U933).  

79. Use Pythagoras theorem to 
calculate the length of a line 
between two coordinates. 

80. Recall and use the relationships 
between gradients for parallel and 
perpendicular lines. 

81. Find the equations of parallel lines 
(U377).  

82. Find the equations of 
perpendicular lines (U898).  

83. Represent solutions to single 
inequalities on a graph using lines 
parallel to the axes (U747).  

84. Represent solutions to single 
inequalities on a graph using 
straight lines (U747).  

85. Represent solutions to multiple 
inequalities on a graph (U747).  

 
Other graphs – 

86. Complete a table of values for non-
linear graphs. 

87. Draw quadratic graphs (U989).  
88. Understand graphs of cubic 

functions (U980).  
89. Factorise quadratic expressions 

(U178).  
90. Factorise the difference of two 

squares (U963).  
91. Solve quadratics by factorising 

(U228).  
92. Factorise harder quadratic 

expressions (U858).  



93. Solver harder quadratics by 
factorising (U960).  

94. Form and solve quadratic 
equations (U150).  

95. Understand and identify turning 
points of a quadratic graph. 

96. Identify and interpret roots and 
intercepts of quadratics (U667).  

 
Other graphs – 

97. Solve quadratic equations 
graphically (U601).  

98. Expand triple brackets (U606). 
 
Summer Term 
Sequences – 

99. Describing types of sequences 
(M241)(U213). 

100. Find the rule for the nth term of a 
linear sequence (M991)(U498). 

101. Find the rule for the nth term of a 
linear sequence given 
diagrammatically (M866)(U978).  

102. Generate linear sequences given an 
algebraic rule (M166)(U530).  

103. Check whether a term can be in a 
sequence algebraically. 

104. Check whether a term can be in a 
sequence by inspection. 

105. Generate other sequences given a 
complex algebraic rule 
(M166)(U530).   

106. Solve problems involving geometric 
sequences. 

107. Describe and continue sequences 
involving surds. 

108. Find the rule for the nth term of a 
quadratic sequence in the from 
an^2 (M418)(U206). 

109. Find the rule for the nth term of a 
quadratic sequence in the from 
an^2+bn (M418)(U206). 

110. Find the rule for the nth term of a 
quadratic sequence in the from 
an^2+bn+c (M418)(U206). 

 
Simultaneous equations – 

111. Solving simultaneous equation 
graphically (M658) (U836).  



112. Use linear and quadratic graphs to 
estimate values of y for given values 
of x. 

113. Solve a pair of linear simultaneous 
equations by adjusting one equation 
(M852) (U760).  

114. Solve a pair of linear simultaneous 
equations by adjusting both 
equations (M852) (U760). 

115. Determine whether a given (x,y) is 
a solution to a pair of linear 
simultaneous equations. 

116. Solve linear simultaneous 
equations using substitution (U757).  

117. Construct and solve simultaneous 
equations (U137).  

 
Trigonometry – 

118. Use Pythagoras' theorem to 
calculate a smaller side 
(M677)(U385). 

119. Use Pythagoras' theorem to 
calculate the hypotenuse 
(M677)(U385). 

120. Determine whether a triangle is 
right-angled. 

121. Find unknown angles in right-
angled triangles (U545). 

122. Find unknown sides in right-angled 
triangles (U283). 

123. Know exact values in right-angled 
triangles (U627).  

124. Work with exact values in right 
angled triangles (U627).  

125. Pythagoras’ theorem in 3D 
(M147)(U541).  

126. Trigonometry in 3D shapes (U170).  
 
Angles and bearings – 

127. Identify and calculate 
corresponding angles 
(M606)(U826).  

128. Identify and calculate alternate 
angles (M606)(U826).  

129. Identify and calculate co-interior 
angles (M606)(U826).   

130. Use quadrilateral properties to find 
angles (M393)(U329).  

131. Combine angle facts 
(M319)(U655).  

132. Angles problems with algebra.  



133. Find and use the angle sum of any 
polygon (M653)(U427).  

134. Find exterior angles in a regular 
polygon (M653)(U427). 

135. Find interior angles in a regular 
polygon (M653)(U427). 

136. Use cardinal directions and related 
angles. 

137. Measure and read bearings 
(M260)(U525).  

138. Calculate bearings using angles 
rules (M416)(U107).  

139. Make scale drawings using 
bearings.  

140. Solve bearings problems using 
Pythagoras and trigonometry 
(U164).   

 


